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Winchester MGOC meet on the last Tuesday of the month at:
The King Charles, Lovedon Lane, King’s Worthy, SO23 7NU

Well, for a second time I missed out on our club night run, but this time
due to being on holiday. Thanks to Richard and Gillian for stepping in
and organising the run to the “Pub with no name”.
On club night we were over the channel in Bayeux, where surprisingly
we came across a nice scale model depicting Winchester Cathedral
while it was in the process of being built. Even more unexpected,
alongside it was another of East Meon village as it would have
appeared in 1086. I thought perhaps some scale models of our MGs
out on a run would have added a nice touch but doubted the museum
curators would have agreed. We stayed in a great little guest house
with Château like rooms and courtyard parking that I can recommend
to anyone interested.
An earlier visit to the Silverstone Classic was made very fortuitously
on the only dry and sunny day of the weekend. This was a first time
for me and it takes a while to get orientated and then work out the
best vantage points which resulted in a pedometer reading of no less
than 15km by the end of the day.
The MGOC stand had a good gathering of cars but not as many as
the Jaguar owners club, with E Types seeming ten a penny. I have
never seen so many Astons in one place before and there were fields
of MX5s whose owners seemed to have the biggest showing. The
organisers claimed 10,000 classic cars on show and I believe them. I
booked just a few weeks in advance, but had I been earlier I could
have taken the MGB and parked inside the circuit as part of the club
displays. I am seriously considering this for next year and also a plan
for pacing myself. Arriving at the circuit around 8-30 and leaving at
5-30 made for a long day, but with racing continuing until 9-00 and the
circuit not closing until 11-30 there was much more to see.
I am sorry to report that our Mike Turner is currently in hospital
recovering from a heart attack. We all wish him well and a speedy
recovery.

NB. We are an active group and may sometimes meet at some far off pub,
so please check with the Secretary and join us. . . . somewhere.)
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Silve r s t o n e L ap s

By Mike Lane

We were able to take the RV8 out onto the F1 circuit on Sunday for
2 laps with about 20 other MG’s. Absolutely magical. No overtaking
and you had to follow a pace car, which was an extremely quick MG3
track car that, so we could catch him up, needed to slow down at the
end of the straights and then accelerate like mad through the bends
before he backed us up again!

Reaching the Sixty Limit
60 years ago, in 1955, we saw the MGA go on sale, Winston
Churchill resign as Prime Minister due to ill health, Elvis first
appears on TV, HMS Ark Royal Commissioned into service,
Airfix produce first model kit of the Supermarine Spitfire,
Sterling Moss won the Mille Miglia and I was born in June.
One of my ‘before I die’ ambitions was to drive a Mille Miglia
circuit and how apt that 55 was the year won by Moss in the
fastest speed that was never beaten. So as both events were
reaching 60 this year, I started planning my adventure.
A month before the off, the head gasket on the car blew
even though it was up-graded just after I bought the car
back in 2009. After three head gaskets fitted by the garage,
it’s still having problems. I bit the bullet and had a new fully
reconditioned engine fitted from Ivor Searle Ltd, who supply
the MGOC. I intend to keep and use this car for a long time,
so it’s an investment for the future.

I had earlier asked a marshal if the pit re-fuelling rigs were suitable for
my car as I only had half a tank full??

June 17th saw me retiring from full time work (the motorcycle
workshop will not be missed), Karen, my wife, is more than
pleased. That evening we were officially on holiday and off on
the overnight ferry crossing from Portsmouth with Brittany
Ferries to Le Havre. This was the first time we have travelled
with Brittany Ferries and their new economie service which
has replaced the old LD Line service even though the ship
we were on, was one of their old ones in new colours.

Didn’t think about increasing the tyre pressures though, and the front
left could be felt rolling on some of the corners as I drifted from
clipping the apex kerbing out onto the kerbing on exit. Jackie did
well hanging on as she videoed it, but you can hear her shouting out
“Michaaaaael” every so often. As the hood was down and the sun
bright, she initially had difficulty seeing what she was recording and
mentioned that all she could see on the screen was sky and that’s
exactly all she was recording, until I corrected the camera angle whilst
negotiating a relatively boring (????) straight bit of track.

June 18th - Arrived in Le Havre to pouring rain and clouds,
Sonic, my MGTF 135 Spark, developed a leak via the driver’s
door window seal – happy days, rubber seal to sort when
we get back. A pleasant drive on the A28 to Le Mans (rain
stopped and sun out) and then across to Beaune, not far
from Dijon. This was about 8 hours driving time, enough for
one day. LB et LB our bed and breakfast stop over was a
private room attached to a family house, absolutely perfect
with views over Beaune and the vineyards.

If you get the chance, you should try it some time! My grin lasted
several hours.

June 19th – A good night’s sleep, gorgeous breakfast and on
our way to Largo di Viverone through Mont Blanc and Hotel
Terverna Verde, right on the lake. This was about 5 hours, so
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Pete doing his
pointy thing...

Boy Racers at
Mount Blanc,
the Italian
side

lesson learned and wife happy. I must also have faith in “Doris” the Sat
Nav as I named her – she really does know where see is going! We
spend a few hours by the lake and then it’s a relaxed dinner on the
hotel terrace. A good night’s sleep, albeit, the church bell rang on the
hour every hour! Who cares, on hols!

Cover of the
original race
programme

20th June - Brescia here we come. Pleasant drive cross country
although we had a nightmare toll to contend – about 8 different toll
lanes and directions, which one to choose in a split second with a
police van and two large lorry around us – “it’s over there on the
right” she shouts – we just smile at the police, thank the lorry drivers
and come out the other side in one piece. Arrived in Brescia with a
thunderstorm to welcome us. Car parked and hotel found, the sun
comes out to play. A music festival is in full swing, so armed with city
map, we hit the sites, bands playing and dancing in the
piazzas. Brescia is a lovely place – highly recommended
on all levels, plenty to see, cafes to people watch and
exploring the traditional side streets. Picture taken of
where the modern Mille Miglia starts from, the museum
tomorrow.
21st June - Not sure what time the music stopped, but
we had a bit of a lie in. Hotel Vittoria is a beautiful 5
star hotel, breakfast outside on the street level terrace
watching the world go by – this is the life! A 30 minute
walk from the hotel and we are at the Mille Miglia
Museum, it was very quiet, but the day before they
had about 250 classic cars – not a mention in town
or at the tourist office – this is Italy. A good two hours
6

were spent here, worth a visit if in the area. Looking around the shop
we saw an original 1955 event programme for 1,750 Euros – slightly
outside budget. We got speaking to the lovely young Italian lad (wife’s
words, not mine) in the shop, explained we are doing the 55 circuit
and I was 60 and do you do posters, he replied, “we used to do a full
set of print posters but no more, but ….. I will go and see if we have
any odd ones stored away”. A coffee break later he produced a limited
print copy of the 1955 event and a photo copy front page of the race
programme – I was a happy bunny with a priceless memento of this
holiday. On the way back to the hotel we had a delicious Italian ice
cream to celebrate! The evening was spent enjoying pasta, red wine
and listening to a band playing Pink Floyd music, we will miss Brescia.
22nd June – The Bell boy at the Hotel had a blast in the MG around
the Piazza with me, he was one happy lad with a very big smile. We
were today heading to Venice as I promised to take Karen there on
this trip although the route did not go there. I loathed (hate is more
like it) the place. Sure it is a beautiful city, enchanting, very historical
and romantic, but today is a tourist hell, with two very large cruise
ships in port, coach parks full to bursting – people galore. 4 hours
saw us do the tick list of sites and photos taken, passing tacky street
sellers – who goes to Venice to buy a fake label bag - but they do. It’s
cheaper over the internet and less hassle guys. Sorry Mr Clooney, we
won’t be back. Back on track we have an overnight stay in Padova with
it’s magnificent Bastilla, apparently a popular pilgrim destination in Italy.
As it’s Monday many restaurants are closed, but you can always find a
pizza. A thunderstorm is brewing, a few spots of rain, so a walk to the
car and back to our hotel.
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23rd June - Getting used to Doris, her pronunciation of Italian road/
street names is excellent! No auto strada today. It’s a lovely drive
down to Rimini with the sun on full heat. En route, Mr Policizia flagged
us down – me speeding – no way. Two very pleasant policemen asked
for driving licence, insurance and vehicle documents – present and
correct and no fine! We then had a five minute chat about the car,
where we were going and what we were doing in Italy. Traffic stopped,
we wave good bye, on the road again, and Rimini here we come.
Our hotel, the Hotel Esedra was in its heyday and still is an Art Deco
house, less than 2 minutes from the beach and old port. Rimini once
a quaint seaside resort is today, the largest beach resort in Europe, 9
km of seafront lined with restaurants, hotels and sun loungers. It was a
slight culture shock for us to be in a tourist resort, but it is fun people
watching.
Promised ourselves a chillaxing day the next day, thought of going to
San Marino but our guide book said whilst famous and pretty place,
it’s overrun with visitors and souvenir stalls.
24th June – It’s a five minute walk by our standard to the old town of
Rimini. The new town is a shoppers paradise, very Italian and designer.
Did all the sights, although not many to see, but still a nice place to
visit.
25th June – With the sun shining bright and the breeze in our hair
our next stop was Rieti, the centre of Italy. The Eyewitness Guide had
no reference to this town, so we had no expectations. A visit to the
tourist office for a map revealing the town was a base for walks and
cycling tours both road and off road and had plenty to see. The chap
in the office had a picture of the Beatles by a Triumph Herald with
John Lennon in the driver’s seat who had just passed his driving test
in 1965. The chap then told us the story around the picture, he said
he went to Rome thinking he was buying a 1962 Triumph motorcycle,
but it turned out to be a Herald convertible car which he still drives
to work every day, we were then shown pictures of it on his laptop.
He also has a Moto Guzzi, building an English Sharpe wooden boat to
sail to Mallorca from plans he produced and also he played electric
guitar which he then produced from a cupboard. I am sure he used
the tourist office as his own. A walk round Rieti and it was off to find
our hotel. What a magnificent location in the hills above Rieti and
what a fabulous hotel. The Park Hotel Villa Potenziani had been a 17th
Century house and was restored by the family who own it now.
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Parquet flooring, dark wood in the dining room and beautifully
decorated; swimming pools (an essential for this trip weather wise),
super staff and wonderful evening meal at very reasonable prices –
perfect! We will come back to visit Rieti and surrounding area in the
future but tomorrow it’s off to Siena.
26th June – A wonderful drive via Viterbo to Siena, the countryside
and hills are spectacular – this is Tuscany. We did not go into Rome as
we have visited it before on a Six Nations Rugby weekend and have
done the sights. A very hot day in the mid 30’s centigrade, with side
windows down we get a breeze. Since leaving Blighty we both feel and
look healthy and Italian! Our hotel in Siena was for three nights (to see
the sights and visit Pisa) and only a 20 minute walk into the centre via
escalators, so it said on the info we read up. On reaching hotel, firstly

A Topolino
spotted in
Rieti
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a swim and relaxing for a few hours before we hit the town for the
evening. It only takes us 10 minutes to get into the centre including
four flights of escalators, info must be based on Italian pace, its sure not
ours. We find the Duomo, one of Italy’s greatest Cathedrals and we
can see we will have no trouble sightseeing tomorrow. We find a little
restaurant on the outskirts of town, a Singapore family (who have just
flown into Siena) to celebrate their son’s engagement to an English
girl. She is studying in Siena and he is at Durham Uni studying law and
also it was the girl’s birthday, bring out the Champagne. Another fun
night was had meeting different people.
27th June - An early start with the sun blazing we hit the sites of Siena.
Its hilly position means that there are delightful hidden corners, narrow
streets and alleyways. Countless sudden views – a photographer’s
heaven! We are in the queue at the Duomo ticket office for 9.00
am although it doesn’t open till 10. Tickets bought – 12 Euro each
and big queue behind us, it’s cappuccino time before
we tour the Cathedral – no rushing here. We spend a
couple of hours in the Duomo, a must-see location with
its treasures among them sculptures and masterpieces
by Nicola and Giovanni Pisano, Donatello and the
young Michelangelo. The interior has magnificent inlaid
marble flooring, striped black and white marble pillars
and vaulted ceilings painted blue with inlaid gold stars
to represent the night sky. Up on top of the Museo dell
Opera del Duomo you get great views over the roof top
of Siena. All the sights are within easy walking distance
so we saw most of the Piazzas, Palazzos, churches and
the castle.
If sightseeing is not your thing, the shops are very nice too or you
can while away the time by sitting in one of the many cafes. Siena
done, we stroll back to the hotel for a late swim and still enjoy the
glorious sunshine. A short walk from the hotel to a local restaurant for
a perfect pizza and jug of wine– very Italian and no tourists!
28th June - A day trip to Pisa is on the cards today. A 20 minute delay
on the motorway in 30 degrees heat as two Italian cars decided to
make love. We all go past controlled by flag waving road workers, no
cones or shutting the motorways here. Car parked under trees by
the river - free, why pay for car parking! We take a short 10 minute
walk into Pisa and come in right by the Leaning Tower. It is a splendid
building and whilst busy, nothing compared to Venice. We did not
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A collection of
classic cars at
Siena’s castle

bother to go up the Tower at 18 Euros but the tourist office had in
it the original scooter from the film Roman Holiday which Gregory
Peck and Audrey Hepburn rode and it’s free to view.
Walking round Pisa you can see how badly it suffered in 1944 when it
fell victim to Allied Bombing as there are new buildings with old style
houses here and there. Pisa done. Here begins a lesson, remember to
take details of hotel with you and read Sat Nav manual on how to use
(it’s a man thing). We eventually find our hotel using old methods–
having had a childhood playing on army training land, you learnt
directional skills on how to get home when you got lost.
29th June – Starting our return trip north to Modena for the next
few days. A lovely drive through Florence, no visiting on this trip, save
for a city break to keep wife happy as too many sights to see in a day.
We drive through the hills, leaving Tuscany behind and heading into
the Emilia Romagna, the heartland of central Italy, a broad corridor
of hills and plains. It is one of the most prosperous areas in Italy. We
come across an articulated lorry on its side across the road with a van
in a field at a road junction, no one hurt but the thought was - how
did that happen?
We arrive at Hotel Corte dei Sogni, we have our own suite, the
bedroom and bathroom are massive. Who would know a hotel like
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this exists hidden off the main road into Modena. The family of the
hotel have a very rare collection of Maserati Motorcycles both road
and race machines from 1953 to 1956 (they were only made for
three years) so I was in for a treat in the morning.
30th June – We are given a viewing by the son of his father’s collection
of eight bikes, he worked for Maserati and raced their motorcycles, his
highest placing was a fourth place in national race events mainly taking
place on roads. He carried
on his career working
for Maserati until retiring.
The son has a further 15
machines at his house,
fabulous history saved by
the family, although the son’s
wife has no interest! We get
talking about coming over
to the UK to events like
Goodwood, we will have to
wait and see.

A collection of
rare Maserati By 10 am we are at the Ferrari Factory Museum at Maranello about a
motorcycles
20 minute drive from our hotel. An excellent exhibition of memorabilia,

classic engines, vintage cars, racing cars and modern road cars. Also
the limited one-offs built for customers such as Eric Clapton whose
replica car is on display. On arrival we had an added bonus of a line-up
of modern Ferrari’s which had completed a Paris to Maranello run.

A walk round Maranello, drive by the factory and back into Modena
for the late afternoon and evening. Whilst in Italy we have learned that
Italian restaurants don’t start serving until about 7.30 to 8.00pm, so if
peckish you have a spritz which comes with mixed hams, gnocchis and
salad in a bar to tide you over.
1st July – The days are passing by so quickly. We head back to the start
of our Italian road trip via Parma and Cremona. Parma famous for fine
food, good living and elegant shops, Cremona for the violin maker
Antonio Stradivari.
We start to have noises coming from the back end of the car –
could be a wheel bearing starting to fail – checked but both feel
okay. Taking things easy we get to our hotel in the hills – Cazzago San
Martino between Brescia and Milan – on route Sonic gets another
car wash and a vacuum out. Our hotel is in the middle of a very
12

The car park
at Maranello

traditional village, once the summer residence to a wealthy family,
it’s now a spiritual centre! Stunning views, very welcoming and calm.
No reference of this on Bookings.com that it’s connected to religion,
not a problem to us and good on the ‘sisters’ that they are making a
business by being an hotel. An hour spent on the terrace overlooking
the vineyards and mountains in the distance catching up on e-mails
etc. on tablets – yes we have free Wi-Fi here too. Many local bars and
restaurants around here close on Wednesday but we find a bar to
have the traditional early spritz when we get chatting to a local chap
with his two daughters, waiting for his wife. His English is great and
it turns out he comes from the village we are at, he plays in a heavy
metal band, has given up Motocross due to daughters, has a love for
tattoos and talks about how corrupt the Vatican is! We tell him of our
road trip and jobs and pleasures – I used to race motocross, enduros
and ride in trials as well so we got on like a house on fire. You do get
to meet real people on this road trip.
2nd July – It’s a long drive today back to France and a two night stay
back in Beaune, so up at 7.30am for breakfast. Talking to the sister The Mille
over breakfast about our trip she tells us this year’s Mille Miglia came Miglia Cup in
through the village as the home of one of the founders of the Red Enzo’s Office
Arrows is next door on the hillside, which we had seen
from our bedroom and the terrace. It’s a small world
and I had no idea when booking this location that this
village had a connection with the Mille Miglia. We check
out and in the car park next to Sonic is a grey, sun
bleached Italian reg TF like ours. These coincidences
are spooky! – should have said grace at breakfast!
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The motorway is the fastest/quickest route and through Mont Blanc
and into France, the tolls love your Euros! Hey, I budgeted for this so
get over it and wow, we are back in France and don’t you know it. The
first service station we stop at could do with some TLC and it’s just
more expensive for food, water etc. than Italy. An 8 hour drive with
stops, we arrive in Beaune and an unexpected surprise the hotel has a
pool – dump bags and off for a well-deserved dip. A pleasant evening
was spent watching a coach load of Chinese tourists.
3rd July – Another sunny day and a day off from driving for Sonic and
me. The hotel receptionist tells us its 2km into Beaune – let’s walk! 1520 minutes we are in Centre Ville. A visit to the tourist office and map
in hand its off we go. Burgundy is famous for its wine and Beaune has
many wine tasting venues, shops and museums linked to this. We head
for the L’Hotel Dieu de Beaune, it is a hospice established in 1445,
this hospital set up for the poor by Nicolas Rolin, Chancellor to the
Duke of Burgundy and his wife, Guigone de Salins. Both put a lot of
themselves into this wonderful construction with the finest material
used ensuring its continued existence for centuries.
A beautiful colourful slate roof, tapestries and much history to be told
by portable audio tour. The venue is also host to the world famous
wine auctions of the wine from the hospice vineyards. Proceeds from
the auctions still allows the hospice de Beaune to finance investments
in the hospital upgrading and the maintenance of its cultural heritage.
Well worth a visit if you are staying in or near to Beaune for 7.50 Euros
each with audio pack. With the day being hot we keep Pellegrino

Water in business! Our hotel, The Comfort Hotel has two coach
loads of Germans in tonight. The evening we walk back into town for
something to eat and people watching – not many English here but
very popular with Japanese, Americans and Dutch. Our first evening
in Beaune on 18th June was a quiet place, a bit of chilly evening and
a few spots of rain. Two weeks later, Beaune is a busy hub of tourists!
It’s the holiday season and prices have gone up, a glass of wine is
now 7.50 Euros for a small one, champagne at 9.90 Euros a glass and
the local bubbly Cremant de Bourgogne is 8.50 Euros. We know its
holidays but please France, don’t take the mickey.
4th July – A very early start again for the long drive back for our
last night in Honfleur. Still hot but we are heading north and go
through a shower at Montargis, the roof is up for the first time in two
weeks. More showers and lightening around Orleans, is this the thing
to come back home? Honfleur is busy as usual and it’s Saturday as
well. It is definitely cooler than what we have been used to. We hit
the town for our last meal of this road trip. France and the French
certainly don’t have the qualities of the Italians, people seem sloppy
and scruffy and whilst Honfleur is a pretty town, places look tired. We
have joked on many occasion in Italy that the street beggars are even
smartly dressed. Have we fallen out of love with France or is it just the
reflection of the Euro economy and businesses trying to claw back as
much money from the tourist.
5th July – Homeward bound, it’s cloudy, black heavy skies. It’s the first
time in two weeks we have felt cold. Sonic gets a final lavage of the
holiday while the skies get darker and it starts to rain. If it was not for
the fact that I am not sure what was causing the noise (Sonic got us
to Denmark and back on a bearing going before in 2013), we would
be heading back to Italy. A bit of a blow for me was whilst cleaning the
car I noticed the front nearside wheel had been ‘kerbed’, must have
just caught it at one of the toll lanes concrete barriers getting as close
as I could, so Karen could get a ticket or pay for one. We get to the
port for our Fast Craft crossing back and it’s lashing it down. Having
had high temperatures in Italy with both windows down, the heat has
taken its’ toll on the rubber seals and the rain is coming in by both
door windows, so tissues and plastic cups to the rescue.
The Brittany Ferry Fast Craft is easy, clean and pleasant! We get off in
Portsmouth to sunshine, home in 15 minutes. Wow, what a fabulous
holiday and the start of a new chapter in our lives – long may my MG
drive to future adventures, bring it on!
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Silverstone on Two Wheels

2,813 miles covered.
61.23 hours moving time.
45mph average speed.
1 x MGF in BRG spotted cruising in Rimini
2 x MG TF seen, one near Cremona and at one of our hotel stops.
Things learnt:Sat Nav – came into its own and worth the purchase.
French fuel causes Lambda fault failure, I carry a diagnostic tool
to investigate.
6 hours driving in one day is max, keeps the women happy.
Look to miss out on Auto toll routes or get a Telepeage tag for
motorways to make life easier and reduce damage to car.
Took too many clothes.
France is becoming too expensive.
Finally – noise at rear, issue sorted by garage - found to be lower
engine mounting connected to sub frame coming loose.

By Peter Cranstone
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The recent International MG annual Silverstone meeting was brilliant.
There is just so much to see and do, with loads of stalls and car
displays with racing all weekend. Jackie and I started off the weekend
with an evening meal with the V8 crowd in a local hostelry and went
to the MGCC President’s Dinner on the Saturday evening, where we
were sitting on our table next to Peter Best; that gave me a chance
to tell him that due to a price hike, he has now lost my car insurance
on both the RV8 and the ZT-T (the latter is now on 227,000 miles).
We watched a chap with a standard MG3, apart from higher tyre
pressures, a bit of tape over the hand brake button and disengaged
electronic limited slip differential drive (to ensure the wheels on the
ground received drive), make the traditional hand brake parking into
a space only a little longer than the length of the car, amongst many
other feats that you had to see to believe that such a standard car can
be made to complete such manoeuvres. I had to marvel at the way he
engaged 1st gear whilst travelling backwards at a terrific rate of knots,
in a huge cloud of smoking tyres. I did wonder how long the clutch
and tyres would last but he appeared to be in the same car on both
the Saturday and Sunday, performing several times a day.
He carried out several tricks on two wheels and at times, had
passengers from the audience inside and we could hear the screams
of the ladies as he completed various high speed four wheeled
manoeuvres and a circuit of the display area on two wheels.
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By Mike Lane

Statistics:-

This was our first event we have entered with our Midget. However,
it unfortunately clashed with Sally’s mini break to Falmouth with her
friend Julie. Wondering how I was going to navigate and drive at the
same time my son Rob volunteered to step in and save the day.
Luckily the sun was shining, and we set off for the start at Bocketts
Farm near Leatherhead. Arriving at 9.30 we drove into the dedicated
MG car park to a vast array of MGs already there. Having signed
in and registered, we went off for a coffee and bacon roll. Feeling
refreshed it was back to the car and off to the start line to join a
queue and have our photo taken as we set off. It turned out that 167
cars were entered on this run, but with the slick organisation we were
soon on our way.

page 4 and found a blank page in front of him! With no directions,
I pulled in to the side of the road. Within a couple of minutes a
red MGB came alongside and asked if we were OK. Explaining our
problem to them, they told us to tag on behind and follow them
to Tilford. Arriving safely we were unfortunately separated by the
marshals in the car park so I couldn’t offer my thanks to our guides.
Set in 10 acres of wooded parkland the Rural Life Centre is the largest
country museum in the south. After we had a good look round, and
had ice creams from the café, we called it a day and went home.
Having enjoyed the day, I have now booked our next outing which is
the Doughnut Run in September.

By Allan Rose

Surrey M G O C R u n

Goodwood Festival of Speed

The route consisted of lots of lanes through the countryside which
was very pleasant, but I’ve never seen so many cyclists. Fortunately, I
have a lot of patience but after 32 miles we stopped at The Fox Inn at
Bucks Green for lunch and me to unwind.

Your roving reporter has been out and about again at the Goodwood
Festival of Speed. Thought this picture might be of interest. Stirling
Moss who had just completed a charge up the hill at Goodwood in a
W196 Mercedes Benz single seater the car in which he won the 1955
British F1 Grand Prix
Jackie Stuart (at left) had just followed Stirling Moss up the hill in
another wonderful old Mercedes.
18
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By Steve Wills

After a nice meal and some liquid refreshment we set off for our
destination which was the Rural Life Centre at Tilford near Farnham.
Following our route guide all was going well until Rob turned over to

Events for 2015
August

9
16
16
19
22
23
25

Sept

29
5&6
6
13
18
20
27
29

Athelhampton gathering, B’mouth MGOC
MGB 50th Anniversary gathering Shelsley
Walsh organised by MGB Register
Classics on the Quay, Shamrock Quay
Soton, 18.00 / 20.30
Crotch Cooler Cruise Night – Deans Diner
PO15 7PD from 7.00pm
Simply Classics, Beaulieu
CCOTP at Christchurch Quay
WMGOC Club night run – Rosie
Sheppherd
Carfest South
Beaulieu Auto Jumble
The Concorde Club classic & spor ts car
show, Eastleigh
Mudeford Quay meet
MG Cricket St Thomas Regional event 18th
– 21st
CCOTP at Christchurch Quay
Doughnut Delight charity day – Beech Hill
MG Garage (BMGOC)
WMGOC Club night

Images and articles to: dave.tilbury@me.com Please.
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